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The Bible predicts the future, but scholars widely disagree on what the Bible says! How can the average person sort out fact from fiction?
Daniel 12:10 boldly states that the wise will understand prophetic chronology in the last days. Have those days already begun? Retired hitech inventor and author Herbert R. Stollorz discovered that the dates of many key events predicted in the books of Daniel and Revelation fall
between the years 2008 and 2018. Two of the keys that unlocked this mystery are the Hebrew Alphabet Number System and the Jewish
feast and fast days. One of those fast days, Tammuz 17, commemorates the fall of Jerusalem prior to the destruction of God's Temple in that
ancient city.
Have you ever pondered the fascinating numeric precision woven throughout the Word of God? * 666 pertains to Antichrist. What about 777
or 888? * Why TEN Commandments and not 14 or 18? * Why a 7-day week? Why not 8 or 9? * Why were there 12 tribes of Israel and 12
apostles? In this fascinating reference, the late Dr. Ed Vallowe examines the significance of every number mentioned in the Bible.
If you have ever felt that there was more to God's word, the Holy Bible, than you have been taught or have unanswered questions about the
Bible, then this book is a must read for you! This book contains seven (7) in-depth bile studies that will answer the questions of who, what,
where, when, and why of the mysteries of the kingdom of God and His plan of salvation for all of His children. Seven (7) in biblical numerics is
spiritual completeness and spiritual perfection. This book answers questions direct from the scriptures of God's word, the Holy Bible. This
book also answers such questions as: Who is God? Who is Jesus Christ? What really happened in the Garden of Eden? What does the
future hold for all of God's children? Where does the soul come from? Where does the soul go when the flesh body dies? Why did God create
all of His children? Why is Satan so evil? All of these questions and many more questions are answered in this book from the truth of God's
word, the Holy Bible. God bless you for taking the time to read and for studying these seven in-depth Bible studies included in this book,
God's Logo. Sincerely in search of the truth of God's Word: John P. Waldron.
Dreamers hope... Visionaries see... Vanguards hope, see and lead ! This book is a “dreamers tool box,” packed with what they need to know
about provision for the vision, the journey of a vision and the visionary’s cup. This book will speak to those that are at a spiritual crossroad
and intersection of the vision; or on the edge of a cliff called “faith,” living in two realms at the same time and pushing through the
contractions of a vision in the birth canal. The author expounds on the seven types of vanguards needed in every generation: Presidents,
Pastors, Parents, Pioneers, Prayer Warriors, Prisoners and Prophets. This book will reveal how and why God is deploying His end time
vanguards throughout the earth. Bishop Green throws out a holy lifeline to dreamers and visionaries so that they will not throw away their
inspiration, perspiration and determination for the future. The Word for the Church as well as for our nation this hour is “GO FORWARD
WITH GOD!”
Firstly, the objective of that research was to assess the actions of the Civil Rights and the Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.
(PNBC) movements. Based on 37 returns to a questionnaire of 39 reduced to 24 identified key criteria e-mailed to 158 persons across the
country with forwarding permission, 92% of the respondents indicated that they either agreed or strongly agreed that the actions of the Civil
Rights and PNBC movements were inspired of/by God. Additionally, this research identified some serious concerns and issues that each
movement (mainly PNBC) has to address if each will continue to exist/survive. Secondly, the objective of that research was to document our
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history through our struggles, through our pains and gains, through our good times and bad times, through the ups and the downs; in other
words, good, bad, or indifferent, it is what it is, our story (his-story, not their-story). Rev. Dr. Herbert D. Daughtry, Sr. constantly admonished
us to make history, to interpret history, and to record history (or something to that effect and not necessarily in that order). When we do not do
it ourselves in an accurate, precise, truthful, etc. manner, then others will tell their story, which (nine out of ten times) usually is not accurate,
precise, truthful, etc. The old prophet acclaimed: “And the Lord answered me, and said, Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that
he may run that readeth it.” (Habakkuk 2:2) Thirdly (and lastly), the objective of that research was to share information that we do not want to
be locked in our minds only to take it to the so-called grave. Many persons who were super-knowledgeable (as I define it) about so many
things that could have blessed the world took that super-valuable information to the grave – what a tremendous lost!!! As an aside, the lost is
on multiple levels. Level one, we lost them. Level two, we lost what they did not share with us while they were alive. Level three, we lost the
value of that buried information. (That is, someone could have taken that information and transformed it to new information. For example, Dr.
Gabriel A. Oyibo solved the Unified Field Theorem that Albert Einstein did not live long enough to solve. So many things evolved from solving
that equation. Just think: what would have happened to those many things that evolved from solving that equation if Dr. Oyibo would not have
solved that theorem? All those many things that evolved from solving that equation would not be in existence. Level four, those persons who
took from those many things that evolved from solving that equation and incorporated that value into what they were doing. Etc. etc. etc. The
number of these levels conceivably and theoretically approaches infinity. That is, there is no end to the theoretical lost when just one person
does not bless the world with their knowledge, wisdom, and understanding.
In volume one of The Seven Signs, Pastor Mike answered the question of why the Holy Spirit had John choose only those seven miracles out
of all those that Jesus performed to convince people to put their faith in Him. However, one critical piece of evidence needed for one to put
his or her faith in Christ remains to be revealed. What is that piece of crucial evidence? Join Pastor Mike on a journey through the remainder
of this incredible Gospel to discover the answer to this question in volume two of The Seven Signs. The Seven Signs is a practical
commentary written to help laypersons and ministers alike to better understand and communicate this amazing Gospel to others, especially
to those who have not yet put their faith in Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. Its purpose is to bring to light the spiritual truths of John's
Gospel and their application to our lives in a clear, concise, and thought-provoking manner. Bro. Mike is Senior Pastor of Northrich Baptist
Church in Richardson, Texas. He holds a Master of Science in Business Administration from the University of Memphis and a Master of
Divinity with Biblical Languages from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. This is the second volume of two written by Bro. Mike.
John chapters 12-21 are expounded upon in this volume, while his discussion of John chapters 1-11 can be found in volume one.

Hearing the voice of God is not as difficult as some might think. It may even happen without our realization. As God has spoken
throughout the ages, He continues to speak today in many different ways, including through an impression in a person's spirit of
through a passage of Scripture or via a prophetic dream. Since we were created to commune with God, He longs for us to draw
near to Him so that we can know His heart and understand His will for our lives.
This is book two of a trilogy. The first book titled; Awake, Arise and Triumph and subtitled Book 1 - God's Original Intent spoke of
the period from Genesis 1:1 of the Holy Bible through the time that man fell (Genesis 3:6) being deceived of Satan. This second
book titled; Awake, Arise and Triumph and subtitled Book 2 - God's Road to Redemption reviews creation, the fall of man, the
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consequences of sin and the mechanisms by which Satan worked to deceive Adam and now you and me. Than praise God we
see how our Redeemer, our Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ is revealed in the Old Covenant on the Road of God's mercy to
redemption.
After releasing his powerful illuminating book, "Unveiling God's Presence in The Bible," best-selling author, Tommy C. Seay, Sr.
quickly returns with this profound work, "A Purposeful Life in Dual Dimensions: Unveiling the Mystery of the Death, Burial, and
Resurrection of Jesus Christ." This book is timely and long overdue. One of the issues often and widely discussed among the
people of God, and especially during resurrection season, "How could three days and three nights come out of Friday, the day
Jesus died, to Sunday morning, the day He was resurrected?" In this enlightening study, the mystery of the timeline is unveiled
and well-defined. In our quest to understand the timeline of the death, burial, and resurrection of our Saviour we minutely consider
the fact that just as Jesus possessed a dual nature, the Lord also functioned in dual dimensions. A Purposeful Life in Dual
Dimensions: Unveiling the Mystery of the Death, Burial, and Resurrection of Jesus Christ is an absolute must read for the diligent
students of the Word. _____________________________________________________________________________ Tommy C.
Seay, Sr. is an advocate of righteousness and a defender of the faith. He is a graduate of the 2007 Class of World Harvest Bible
College (ESP), under the leadership of its Founder and Dean, Elder Rod Parsley, Senior Pastor of World Harvest Church in
Columbus, Ohio. He has recently become a permanent supporter as a Partner in Hope for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
Tommy has assisted various pastors throughout Western New York in establishing their churches; also formulating and
orchestrating the curriculums for the New Member Classes for those Ministries. Tommy's heart's desire is that all mankind would
come to know the Truth, Jesus Christ. www.tommycseaysr.com
2012 and the End of Institutional Evil is an edited digest of Herbert R. Stollorz' two books, Apocalypse Prophesied and Mystery of
Tammuz 17. Its 209 pages provide the core discoveries and reasoning found in the 1,000+ pages of those two books. A projected
calendar of events describes the key players in the biblical Last Days: Satan, Antichrist, and the Mahdi. The books use science
and mathematics to uncover extraordinary information in the Bible that theologians routinely miss. This unique approach presents
a revolutionary new way of looking at the universe. The first book focused on God's Plan for Humanity from before time into
eternity. The second book detailed Herbert R. Stollorz' research methodology and thinking in an expanded discussion of the Last
Days and the book of Revelation. His third book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries, presents a hypothesis that
explains why confirmation to the dating of key events in Bible prophecy may be found in the calendars and clocks of ancient
cultures located around the world. It also explains other ancient mysteries by resolving apparent discrepancies between science
and the Bible.
This autobiography depicts the author's haunting memories, frustrations of ignorance (darkness) as a child, and the confusion that
escorted introverted Rose Rutland into a season of promiscuity as a young woman and an unplanned pregnancy, then ultimately
into attempting suicide. It also shows the tricks and tactics of the enemy, how he played and preyed upon her to bring her to that
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place of hopelessness. This young Black woman, Rose, struggles to understand what is happening to her amid the ignorance
(darkness) that slowly overtakes her throughout her life. Ignorance, ranging from parents' love, sibling rivalry, neglect, guns, men,
sex, abortion, abuse, lies, secrets, misunderstandings, dreams, visions, angels, God, and eternity. Despite it all, Rose pushes
toward the unknown. God wanted this book written to knock on the doors of hearts that are crying out for help, as mine was.
Writing this book brought back memories that used to make me cry. Being led of God to write it I cried not for pain of those
memories. I wept over the Love God showed through it all. And I laughed at the foolishness of that dead little girl. This book is an
answer to someone's cry. May this book increase hope and faith in God, open blind eyes, and set the captives free.
Biblical criticism is an umbrella term covering various techniques for applying literary historical-critical methods in analyzing and
studying the Bible and its textual content. Biblical criticism is also known as higher criticism, literary criticism, and historical
criticism. Biblical criticism has done nothing more than weaken and demoralize people's assurance in the Bible as being the
inspired and fully inerrant Word of God and is destructive in its very nature. Historical criticism is made up of many forms of biblical
criticism that are harmful to the authoritative Word of God: historical criticism, source criticism, form criticism, redaction criticism,
social-science criticism, canonical criticism, rhetorical criticism, structural criticism, narrative criticism, reader-response criticism,
feminist criticism, and socioeconomic criticism. Not just liberal scholarship, but many moderate, even some "conservative" scholars
have adopted historical criticism at some level. The authors herein show how adopting any level of biblical criticism by pastors,
biblical teachers, students and scholars, will only diminish the trustworthiness of God's Word, e.g., inerrancy. Biblical criticism is
extremely flawed, and its attack on the Bible has failed to demonstrate that the Bible is not the Word of God. On this Dr. Robert L.
Thomas writes, Someone needs to sound the alarm when evangelical leaders mislead the body of Christ. A mass evangelical
exodus from this time-honored principle of interpreting Scripture is jeopardizing the church's access to the truths taught therein.
Whether interpreters have forsaken the principle intentionally or have subconsciously ignored it, the damage is the same.—Robert
L. Thomas. Evangelical Hermeneutics: The New Versus the Old (p. 160).
This commentary volume is part of a series by Christian Publishing House (CPH) that covers all of the sixty-six books of the Bible.
These volumes are a study tool for the pastor, small group biblical studies leader, or the churchgoer. The primary purpose of
studying the Bible is to learn about God and his personal revelation, allowing it to change our lives by drawing closer to God. The
Book of Philippians volume is written in a style that is easy to understand. The Bible can be difficult and complex at times. Our
effort within is to make it easier to read and understand, while also accurately communicating truth. CPH New Testament
Commentary will convey the meaning of the verses of the book of Philippians. In addition, we will also cover the Bible background,
the custom and culture of the times, as well as Bible difficulties. Another important feature of CPH New Testament Commentary is
its range of information. We have made every effort to supply our readers with important textual information in a simple way. In
addition, the reader will be introduced to one of the original languages of the Bible by way of transliteration (English letters), Greek.
This thorough information should benefit our readers in becoming more in-depth students of the fully inerrant, inspired Word of
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God, as well as being better qualified to defend to anyone who asks them for a reason for their hope.—1 Peter 3:15.
With a unique candor and glimpses of desperation, God allows Lorieen to use Th ere Is a Miracle in 21: God Completes! as
therapy. Welcome to Lorieen's therapy with God! Journey with her through the mess to the miracle! It is an unorthodox book,
where she shares her struggles while simultaneously pouring out her heart, hope, inspiration, and encouragement as the Lord
allows. Whether she is sharing feelings of inadequacy, confessing faults, or sharing words of encouragement, she does it with a
heart to glorify God.
Biblical MathematicsKeys to Scripture Numerics
One out of every five verses includes a number, and oftentimes numbers in Scripture are overlooked or ignored for lack of
understanding. This is especially true of symbolic passages such as those describing the twelve spies of Israel, the Good
Samaritan, and the forty-two months of tribulation. So how should one interpret these numbers? Literally or figuratively? How
about mathematically? Pythagorean math-the process by which all numbers are reduced to one of the first nine digits-is often
attributed to the Greek mathematician Pythagoras, but there is evidence within the Bible that it may have originated from God and
even been used by Daniel. By examining the Pythagorean numbers associated with numbers in the Bible and the Hebrew and
Greek words they were translated from, new author Tamera Fisher offers a better understanding of the messages hidden within
the most common Bible stories. Numbered: Using Pythagorean Math to Understand Scriptures is a foundation for further studies of
the meanings of symbolism in Scripture. Use this tool to thoroughly investigate the Scriptures and share your discoveries as
validation of the authorship of the Word with those around you.
Ancient calendars found around the world are designed to end one point in time. They communicate an urgent warning to
everyone alive today! Complex bronze and gold clocks with multiple dials are found in museums around the world. Why they have
such advanced intricacy has stumped scientists for hundreds of years.This book reveals why the ancients built so many pyramids,
observatories as well as those complex gold and bronze clocks with more than one dial. It surprised me greatly to discover that
their various complex designs in one way or another converge on 21 December 2012. It amazes me that ancient cultures
separated by thousands of miles of geography and thousands of years in chronology agree so precisely in the cyclical nature of
time, history and prophecy, which is history written in advance. The most famous example is the Mayan-Aztec calendar, which
ends its 25,626-year cycle on that momentous date. Some researchers have also found 21 December 2012 in what is called, the
Bible Code. Using very different research methods, I discovered it in the Bible's book of Revelation and Daniel's prophecies. It is
one of the most important dates in the plan of God for all humanity!
Simplified Chinese edition of Put Your Dream to the Test: 10 Questions to Help You See It and Seize It
Here Come the Romans is a progressive survey on the historical influence of Rome and how it influenced the times, events,
customs, religious institutions, and specifically the life of Jesus, the Jewish people, and the New Testament. Its progressive style
guides the reader through a six-hundred and seventy-five-year period of selected history to educate how Rome fitted the biblical
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narrative and story. The Bible ascribes divine inspiration to the Scriptures, but we often forget the human side. The birth of
prophecy or all Scriptures originated out of human struggles, circumstances, and situations. This book will teach and inform Bible
readers on the origins of parties, sects, authorities, and the backgrounds of the times that influenced the writers as they wrote the
New Testament books. Rome had its starting point before 605 BC (viz. 753 BC), but its presence in the land of Judea, and
Jerusalem, was not solidified until a little more than a half-century before the birth of Christ. It emerged from a simple monarchy, to
a senate-ruled republic, into the world's first major superpower ruled by Caesars and Procurators. The presence of Rome, with
Jews and Christians, vastly affected the writings of all twenty-seven books of the New Testament as we have them today.
God used Moses to write the first five books of the Old Testament and in them He placed the secret code of God's message to His
people. Only those who searched the Scriptures would be able to find this manna as they decipher the message of the numbers.
This book will enable you to generate a deeper interest in search of God's message through numbers.
The Hurt Lady, Spiritual Warfare Manual... finally is a book that exposes the enemy and goes to the "juggler vein" of what the
Church and women in ministry need. This book helps to close the gaps of spiritual trauma that pastor's wives, minister's wives,
pastoral families and women in ministry encounter. Bishop Green puts together a literary spiritual masterpiece, designed for any
woman that needs spiritual balance, and deliverance from hurtful issues that the Church can no longer afford to ignore. Spiritual
warfare transcends all ethnic and denominational barriers. Spiritual warfare comes with the territory of being a woman of God and
a woman called to ministry. "Twenty five years ago, no one told me about the warfare that would come against my marriage, my
children and the ministry. But I want to tell my story so others will be better prepared than I was." Accountability to our pastoral
families is long overdue. This book identifies the "taboo" issues good church folk ignore, and offers a godly solution to recovery,
restoration and redemption. It is a must read for every minister's wife or woman in ministry, whose calling has been silenced,
buried and discounted. This book is also a healing guide for preacher's kids (PK's) and deals with the secret issues of domestic
violence in the parsonage. It also addresses "Singleness in Christ," and how to accomplish balance and be aware of the dangers
of Prince Charming. Singlessness is not a curse, but a privilege. "I am writing this manual as one that has grown in spiritual
authority, experience and grace. No matter what people told me or how many books I read, I still had to grow in spiritual authority,
experience and God's grace. The secretis being able to come out of it all, not bitter, but better."
The Joshua Accounts is a biography, interwoven with Scriptural exposition highlighting signs, wonders, and miracles. The author is
a graduate of Grove City College, PA, and Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. Thirty years of experience in evangelism and
pastoring took place in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Tennessee, and Florida. This includes the United Methodist Church,
Southern Baptist, Church of God, Charismatic, and street ministry to the homeless. The writer's passion is for winning souls,
making disciples, and exalting the Lord Jesus Christ. He currently leads interdenominational weekly "fire" prayer meetings called
Ephesians 4. May the believers' fruits be clearly manifested, Holy Spirit giftings be in full activation, daily Holy Communion be
celebrated, and "Jesus" journaling abound
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Are you concerned or curious about current world events? If so, between the covers of The Everything Bagel, readers will relish
greater insight into mysteries concealed but revealed unto to those who seek God’s knowledge and wisdom. The author provides
a panoramic view from eternity past, where God spoke in a heavenly language bringing forth the invisible particulates of creation
into existence and capsulizing over six thousand years of history into the twenty-first century. No need to buy numerous books
dealing with one subject when readers will enjoy a treasure of nuggets in The Everything Bagel. This book provides a summary of
biblical history marrying the scriptures together with world events, allowing for an overview of all things Yahweh. Satan’s diabolical
plan is exposed from its inception and his obsession with destroying God’s future kingdom upon the earth. It is important to
highlight the journey of the Hebrew Israelites and the fulfillment of Messiah coming through the tribe of Judah. Traversing through
Bible prophecies, readers will better comprehend the machinations of the one-world order cabal operating through secret
societies, false religions, wealthy overlords, and corrupt nations. The book of Revelation is pivotal in these last days spotlighting
the time frame for the war of Gog and Magog, the building of the third temple in Israel, and paving the way for Antichrist and the
false prophet. The world is standing at the precipice of the seven-year tribulation period. The redeemed of God will embrace their
Sabbath rest in a land of milk and honey. It is our greatest desire that the contents of this book will open the eyes of the sleeping
masses and be a beacon of hope in these perilous times.
What do a headwaiter, an officer of the king, a deserted cripple, a starving crowd, twelve men in a boat, a man blind from birth,
and a decaying corpse all have in common? Join Pastor Mike on a journey to discover the answer to this question. Don't be
surprised if along the way you find your own faith being strengthened and your ability and motivation to share it with others greatly
enhanced. The Seven Signs is a practical commentary written to help laypersons and ministers alike to better understand and
communicate this amazing Gospel to others, especially to those who have not yet put their faith in Jesus Christ as their Lord and
Savior. Its purpose is to bring to light the spiritual truths of John's Gospel and their application to our lives in a clear, concise, and
thought-provoking manner. Bro. Mike is Senior Pastor of Northrich Baptist Church in Richardson, Texas. He holds a Master of
Science in Business Administration from the University of Memphis and a Master of Divinity with Biblical Languages from
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. This is the first volume of two written by Bro. Mike. John chapters 1-11 are
expounded upon in this volume, while his discussion of John chapters 12-21 can be found in volume two.
????:Religion and the rise of modern science
In this resource, Stefanovik reflects on how through all of life's difficulties and blessings, believers have been in the palm of God's
hands all along. (Motivation)
As no part of the Bible is to be considered more important than any other part and there are no words of Scripture that we can do
without, the words of Genesis 1:1""11:26 are not considered any more or less important or noteworthy than another set of eleven
chapters randomly found in Scripture. These eleven chapters do, however, form the beginning of God's word to us and we are
presented with history on a universal scale. In my opinion, it is the most sensible place to begin learning about our heavenly Father
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and about His eternal plan. This approach will give a Bible student the fundamental knowledge that is essential to understanding
all remaining Scripture. This commentary will cover topics such as: 1. The Creation of the Heaven and the Earth by God in Eternity
Past (Gen. 1:1) and the Ruin in which they Ended (Gen. 1:2). 2. The Six Days of Creation in Time Present (Gen. 1:2""31),
Including the (Sixth Day) Creation of all "mankind," both "male and female" (Gen. 1:27), and the Blessing by God of the Seventh
Day (Gen. 2:1""3). 3. The Generations of the Heavens and of the Earth (Gen. 2:4-4:26). 4. The (Sixth Day) Formation of Adam
(Gen. 2:7), the Creation of Eve (Gen. 2:22), and Their Stay in the Garden of Eden (2:8-25). 5. The Beguiling of Adam and Eve by
Satan (Gen. 3:1-7); the Punishment Determined by God upon Satan, Eve, and Adam (Gen. 3:8-24). 6. The Promise of a Savior
(Gen. 3:15). 7. The Birth of Cain and Abel; the Murder of Abel by Cain, and the Lineage of Cain (Gen. 4:1-24). 8. The Lineage of
Adam and the Antediluvian, or Pre-Flood, Patriarchs (Gen. 5:1-31). 9. The Fallen Angels and their Progeny; the Giants (Gen.
6:1-7). 10. Grace found only in Noah (Gen. 6:8). 11. The Pedigree of Noah; the Ark, and the Flood (Gen. 6:9-9:29). 12. The
Generations of the Sons of Noah (Gen. 10:1-31). 13. Nimrod and the Tower of Babel (Gen. 11:1-9). 14. The Generations of Shem
(Gen. 11:10-26). In addition, below each verse of the eleven chapters covered selected words will be highlighted and both the
equivalent Hebrew translation of the word, as well as its definition will be given. *Definitions given are from The New Strong's
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible
The Lord Prayer is the most prayed pray in the whole world and have been prayed by every christians in the world, I have heard
even us-save people pray this prayer when time gets hard for them. Jesus have giving us the right way to pray and the right order
of our prayer, as it is writing in the book of Metthew the six chapter. (Mat 6:1 KJV) Take heed that ye do not your alms before men,
to be seen of them: otherwise ye have no reward of your Father which is in heaven. Therefore when thou doest thine alms, do not
sound a trumpet before thee, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that they may have glory of men. Verily I
say unto you, They have their reward. But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth: That thine
alms may be in secret: and thy Father which seeth in secret himself shall reward thee openly. And when thou prayest, thou shalt
not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be
seen of men. Verily I say unto you, They have their reward. But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast
shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly. But when ye
pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking. Be not ye
therefore like unto them: for your Father knoweth what things ye have need of, before ye ask him.
Similarities between the Old Testament and principles in Buddhism have been found. They can be used to enhance one's
personal wellness.
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